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Multiswitch with power pack - Multi switch for
communication techn. SAM 916 Ecoswitch

Astro Strobel
SAM 916 Ecoswitch
00360916
4026187110987 EAN/GTIN

21228,58 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

Multiswitch with power pack SAM 916 Ecoswitch Subscriber connections 16, number of inputs 9, passive terrestrial input, built-in power pack, control signal 14/18 V, DiSEqC,
0/22 kHz, LNB feed 14 V/18 V, standalone multiswitch, 9 inputs for 2 satellite positions plus terrestrial, 16 subscriber outputs, terrestrial passive, power supply unit with
selective standby function
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